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Multicast Routing Protocols for Mobile
ADHOC Networks
V.Sabaresan , S.Godfrey Winster

– Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) is a selfconfiguring network that doesn’t follows any predetermined
infrastructure. In MANETs there are collections of independent
nodes which are associated through wireless and at the same
instance it is allowed to change its links to other nodes frequently
without any fixed infrastructure. Multicast routing is
concurrently sending a message from single source to several
destinations and it is an efficient approach to establish the
communication between groups of nodes in the wireless network.
Multicast routing plays very important roles in the fields of video
conferencing, co-operative works, distance education, video on
demand, cyber database updating and querying, etc. These
applications can provide themselves to manage multicast
operations. Almost all different type of multicast routing
algorithms in MANETs are facing various issues like limited
bandwidth, possibility packets loose, delay variance, energy
consumption and transmission overhead problem. There are
several multicast routing protocol has been proposed to overcome
the challenges of multicast routing and play very significant roles
in the current scenario. Nowadays, dissimilar multicast routing
algorithms with unique characteristic have been introduced. In
this paper complete survey on multicast routing algorithm to
highlight their advantages, limitation and also show the future
direction in multicast routing in MANETs.
Abstract

MANETs are dynamic, multi-hop, self- constituting and
self–organizing, wireless adhoc networks. It contains huge
number of nodes in a network and not requires any type of
fixed infrastructure. In MANETs nodes are works as a
router which find and maintain the path from source to
destination. Topology in the MANETs can be changed
dynamically due to the mobility of nodes [1]-[3]. In the
environment of MANETs there are two most important
issues to break the communication between nodes while the
data transmission in a network. First reason is nodes die due
to the energy exhaustion because mobile nodes have very
small amount battery capacity and second one since the
nodes are moving out of range from its nearest nodes. [4],
[5].
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless network is a special kind of data
communication networks which uses wireless connection
mechanisms for exchanging information among nodes. It
omits the costly technique of the installation of cable for the
data connection among devices with different location.
Wireless networks are basically separated into two types
namely infrastructure and infrastructure-less networks.

MANETs are deployed and implemented in various
areas using different ways and plays an significant roles
in several application such as disaster area recovery
supports, commercial sectors, individual spontaneous
networks, data and device networks [6]-[10]. MANETs
are varied series of challenges and proceeds in the field of
dynamic topology, quality of service [QOS], energy
constrained operation, device discovery, security,
reliability, limited device and bandwidth constrains [10][20]. Routing is a process of finding best suitable paths in
networks at a particular situation and it is responsible for
forward packets in the network and host may be sources
and sinks [21]. Route traffic between nodes is a huge
challenge to overcome as there are many and frequent
communication among nodes and this leads to packet
distribution problems in very huge networks [22]. The
paper is organised as follows in chapter II, various routing
protocols for MANETS are discussed. The basic
investigation on characteristics of multicasting routing
algorithm is elaborated in chapter III. In the chapter IV
the classification of techniques on multicasting routing
protocol is analyzed and reviewed. In chapter V conclude
the review by presenting an outline of the routing
strategies that are depended on their characteristics and
show the direction for the future works regarding
multicast routing algorithm for MANETs.
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II. ROUTING PROTOCOLS FOR MANETs
There are various routing protocols can be proposed
on MANETs and divided into subsequent types based on
their routing methods namely unicast, Geocast, Anycast,
Broadcast and Multicast routing protocols.
A. Unicast routing protocols
Unicast routing protocol is a very basic mechanism in
Mobile Adhoc Networks to find the optimal path for
transmit data from source to destination nodes [23]. The
figure 1 demonstrates the process of unicast routing
protocols. In unicast routing transmit packets from one
source to a single already specified destination. Forwarding
process is extremely trouble free to establish a connection
between sources to destination nodes through routing table.
A communicating node, directly access and handle target
address inside packets with in a routing table.

Reactive unicast routing protocol is a demand based
routing algorithm, since they are no need to maintain the
routing information when no transmission occurs in a
networks. If a node need to send a packets to other nodes in
a network then this protocols find and establishes a path in
according to their query packets as on demand method. The
different type of reactive unicast routing algorithms are
TORA (Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm), AODV
(Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector), DSR (Dynamic
Source Routing), and ABR (Associatively Based Routing)
[27].
B. Hierarchical unicast routing protocol:
In hierarchical unicast routing protocol nodes are
separated into several cluster, each group contains cluster
heads and number of cluster nodes [28]. It is an effective
and scalable routing mechanism by increasing their size
beyond a certain threshold in a hierarchical manner.

If most feasible corresponding target address is
established in a connection depending upon the need of the
application. Unicast routing protocols classified based on
their network structure and routing strategy. We classify
these routing protocols into following type’s namely
proactive, reactive, hybrid and hierarchical unicast routing
algorithms for wireless Ad-hoc environments [24].

It is a key suggestion to the nodes in different groups
and defining function to nodes in a network [29]. TEEN
(Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Networks),
APTEEN (A Hybrid Protocol for Energy Efficient
Network), PEGASIS (Power Efficient Gathering in
Sensor Information System), LEACH (Low Energy
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy), and TTDD (Two-Tier
Data Dissemination) are example of hierarchical unicast
routing protocol [30].
C. Hybrid unicast routing protocol:
Hybrid unicast routing protocols are combination
reactive and proactive routing algorithms in addition to
overcome the limitation of reactive and proactive routing
protocols [31]. It uses route discovery approach from
reactive routing protocols and table maintenance approach
from proactive routing protocols, thereby it reduces the
latency, overhead problems and it is appropriate for large
group of nodes with provide high scalability in a network
than pure reactive and proactive routing algorithms [32].
The ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol), ZHLS (Zone Based
Hierarchical Link State Routing) and HARP (Hybrid
Adhoc Routing Protocol) are example of Hybrid unicast
routing protocols.

FIGURE 1: Data packet is replicated to the sender
Proactive unicast routing protocol:
It is more over known as table driven routing
methodologies because, they retain the routing information
before routing has starts. Each node in a network requires to
maintain routing information about other nodes and that
information is usually retained inside the routing table in
addition to it was regularly modified as based on their
structure in a network [25]. Limitations of these routing
protocols are high resource utilization and significant of
overhead problem. Following the some example of
proactive unicast routing algorithms; there are Wireless
Routing Protocol (WRP), Fisheye State Routing (FSR), and
Optimized Link State Routing Protocols (OLSR) [26].

D. Observation on Unicast Routing protocols:
Unicast routing algorithm is a simplest operation to
transmit packets from single source to already specified
destination. Route discovery is main process of the
unicast routing algorithm and it controls nodes decisions
in MANETs. Unicast routing algorithms are classified
into four categories, they are proactive, reactive,
hierarchical, and hybrid unicast routing algorithms.
Proactive unicast routing algorithms are commonly
known as table driven routing algorithm as they

Reactive unicast routing protocol:
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frequently update information in routing in routing table.
E. Geocast routing protocols
It is basically a location based mechanism and send
collection of packets across a wireless networks to others
simultaneously in a specific geographic region. In Adhoc
networks Geo-cast routing algorithm does not maintain
any type of routing information in routing table in order to
exchange information between neighbouring nodes [33].
Classification of Geo-cast routing algorithm can be done
in numerous different ways, but most of them are
completed depending on whether they are designed for
infrastructure and their geographic destination. According
to the Ad-hoc and infrastructure less are classified as
flooding, directed flooding and no flooding. While
depending on fixed infrastructure networks are classified
as no flooding. Figure 2 shows the classification of
Geocast routing algorithm [34].

Observation on Geo-cast Routing protocols:
Geocast routing is one of the important and most
persistent communication services where it transmits to
nodes within a specific geographic area. Whatever it may be
the Geocast target region, the simple flooding spreads the
entire
Deterministic broadcast routing protocol is a
collection of rely nodes, there itself chose decision and
resolve to cover the entire networks. It is also guarantees
a full coverage of networks in very efficient way.
Deterministic broadcast routing protocol depends on BFS
(Breath First Search) traversal to find optimal path in
networks and allows communication between multiple
nodes simultaneously at a time [43]-[45]. In simple
flooding approach, a source node transmits packets to
every neighbouring node in the whole network and all
intermediate nodes that check whether the message is
previously received or not. If message is received already,
then it will be relinquish or else the message will be
retransmit till the intermediate node receives the message.
The main intention of probabilistic routing protocol is
used to minimize the utilization of network properties like
bandwidth and energy to avoid rebroadcasting the same
message repeatedly [46]-[48].

information network topology in addition to they can
operate and maintaining broadcast spanning tree. It is
advance determination of the route between single sources
to more than one destination. In static routing protocol, the
table can altered and modified manually. It can be more
efficient in only small networks and very difficult to
reconfiguration. In dynamic routing protocol the table can
build and altered automatically with help of routing
protocols. Dynamic routing is used to overcome the
limitation of static routing mechanism.
F. Multicast routing protocols
Multicasting is a process of a source node sending
several packets of data to single or multiple destinations
simultaneously mean while delivery of single message over
the entire link in the network only once and create several
message when the link is splits into more than one
destination [49]. It allows to access by wired networks,
infrastructure based wireless networks, and applying this
mechanism to mobile adhoc network is a big challenge to
overcome [50]. Multicasting is a very significant
mechanism in which it makes very easy to access lot of real
time applications and allows group of communication as a
replacement for exchange information between two
individual nodes. The most important objective of
multicasting routing algorithm is to accurately distribute
packets to multiple nodes in a network [51]. In multicast
routing algorithm generally uses two type of models; there
are, one to one model and many to many model. In earlier
we can have at least one sender and multiple receivers in the
network. Figure 4 illustrate the process of one to one model
in broadcast routing protocol [52].

Observation on Broadcast Routing Protocols:
FIGURE 4: Process of one to one model
In multicast routing protocol a node can send packets to
all of its neighbours and multiple destinations
simultaneously with their networking range. Probabilistic
broadcasting routing protocol is best suitable for its
decentralized network nature and it also helps to control the
dissemination of the routing control packets. Probabilistic
approach is most feasible ways to minimize rebroadcast.
Deterministic broadcast protocol that do not require
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In many to many models, it can have many sender and
multiple receivers in the network. Figure 5 displays the
process of many to many model in broadcast routing
protocol [52].
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thus by minimizing the end to end connectivity. The regular
and repeated transmission of nodes which determines the
life duration of nodes in the network. Now a day’s some of
proposed multicast routing protocol within MANETs
mainly focus on the approaches to optimize routes which
are mostly based on the shortest path and smaller amount of
energy at the node level which increases end to end
communication among nodes in the network and reduces the
fault at the node level [61], [62].
Efficiency: The capability and ability of multicast routing
protocol depends on the ratio between entire packets arrived
by destination nodes and total numbers of packets send by
source nodes within a network. Temporary and wireless
adhoc networks can be constructed using the multicast
routing protocols and it plays a significant part. Where the
nodes can be move erratically, routing protocols are highly
effective and assure successful packet delivery. In networks
where the bandwidth is restricted the multicast routing
protocols in MANETs can be used significantly [63].

FIGURE 5: Process of many to many model
Observation on Multicast Routing Protocols:
Multicast routing protocol plays a very essential
responsibility in adhoc networks to send packets from
origin to several destinations in a point of time. The most
important problem is to overcome a multicast routing
protocol in MANETs is to manage the frequently
changing topology characteristics in a network. It can
improve the networks performance by optimizing the
parameters such as bandwidth, Quality of service (QOS),
through put nature and channel utilizations [53] [54].
Topology change plays key role in designing an
optimized multicast routing protocol. In designing they
depend upon topology discovery for finding optimal path
when nodes movement are extremely high in the
MANETs. However a source node is possible to transmit
data to alternative nodes in the transmission range [55].
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF MULTICASTING
ROUTING PROTOCOL
They are various characteristics, parameters and
limitations that should be measured at what time we need
to implements and design the multicast routing
procedures in MANETs such as restriction of limited
battery power, availability of bandwidth, unpredictable
structure, poor efficiency, lack of scalability and
reliability, low robustness, depends upon unicast routing
protocol and security problem as discussed below [50],
[56]-[60]:
Reliability: In MANETs military and other difference
type of real time applications is not tolerable to drop any
packets during the transmission and must receive entire
packets perfectly from origin to destination, as a result
multicast routing protocol must suppose to be
guaranteeing this attribute.
Battery power Consumption: In the network, the failure of
power limitation of source systems causes the node failure,
Retrieval Number: A10291091S19/2019©BEIESP
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Robustness: Now a day’s, MANETs has gained attention
and one of the effective methods for group communications
because of group membership management and dynamic
topology is difficult and it is very powerful and strengthens
multicast approach. Due to the breakage of link some data
packets in MANETs are lost. When the node travel away
from the broadcasting area, then breakage of links may
occur and which will leads to low packet delivery ratio.
High PDR that have high movement of nodes can be
attained by strength of multicast routing algorithm [64].
Scalability: In the network sources, destination and
intermediate node can be handled and controlled using the
multicast routing protocol and this ability is called as
scalability. As the increase of nodes in the network during
session then it leads to more control packets can involved in
the multicast routing protocol. Since there is a motion of
nodes and constant change in the topology it is inconvenient
to design a consistent and ascendable routing protocol for
MANETs.
Bandwidth Utilization: In MANETs multicast routing
protocol minimize bandwidth consumption and transmission
cost. Group communication may be used, even though it has
huge number of participation in its communication rather
than various unicast routing protocol.
Security: Security is also a more challenging part because
the open access is additionally exposed to external attacks
and the multi-hop communications make the process more
risks to internal attacks coming from comprises nodes.
These attacks are not only having a straight effect on the
multicast communication, but also raise further participation
to protocol the multicast session from any illegal operation
[67], [68].
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Need of unicast routing protocol: Now a days, various
proposed protocols are available for several purpose with
dissimilar properties. These networks are named as
disparate network and occasionally multicast routing
protocols are necessary to work together with unicast
routing protocol.

Tree based Multicast
Routing protocol

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNIQUES ON
MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOL

Based on Root

Taxonomy of techniques on multicast routing protocol
can be prepared in several different ways according to
their structure; it can be categorized as tree, mesh and
hybrid supported multicast routing protocol. Figure 6
illustrate classification of multicasting routing protocol.

Source
Rooted

Core
Rooted

Based on Structure

Source
Tree

Shared
Tree

FIGURE 7: Classification of Tree based multicasting
routing protocol

Multicast Routing
protocol

B. Source Rooted Tree based multicast routing protocol:

Tree
based

Mesh
based

Source Rooted Tree depended multicast routing
protocols uses source node as a root node of multicast tree
in addition to perform algorithm for allocation tree structure
and maintenance. In these protocols source have to be
responsible of handling topology information along with
address of each and every receiver in the multicast cluster.
Whenever the dynamic networks are used, source rooted
tree based routing protocols sustain from high traffic over
head problems.

Hybrid
based

FIGURE 6: Taxonomy of multicast routing protocol
A. Tree based multicast routing protocol:

C. Core Rooted Tree based multicast routing protocol:

In tree based multicast routing protocols, all the
routers obviously appear in the form of tree structure by
means of the source node at the same instance as root
node and there is exactly single path between each group
of source and receiver, as the result keep away from
redundant transmission. Tree supported multicast routing
protocols are afforded link transmission with good
organization at the cost of strengths and it provides very
efficient tree reconstructions while network failures [69],
[70].The structure of tree supported multicast routing
protocols can be frequently changeable and unstable, so it
needs to be a regular rearrangement of nodes in dynamic
networks. Even though tree based approaches in
MANETs bandwidth is very efficient, it always provides
sufficient strength during risk in movement of nodes or
high mobility and link failures [71]. Tree based multicast
routing algorithm might be moreover sub divided in
several ways according to their network head of multicast
tree. It might be categorized as source rooted tree
depended multicast routing algorithm and core rooted tree
depended multicast routing protocol. While depending on
their tree structures these classified as source tree
depended multicast routing protocol and shared tree
routing protocol. Figure 7 illustrated sub division of Tree
depended multicasting routing protocol. [72] - [74].
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In core rooted tree based multicast routing protocol; root
treated as a node with significant purposes like considering
that multicast information sharing and link organization.
Several core rooted tree depended approaches and make use
of tree structures but not like source rooted tree depended
algorithm, in case of multicast tree rooted node is only
considered as a core node, unlike source rooted routing
algorithms, core or root nodes can perform a variety of
routing and management operations. It provides high data
forwarding effectiveness at the rate of low strength. Their
advantages are simplicity and tree structure is reconstructed
in very high mobility until when packets are possibly had to
drop.
D. Source Tree based multicast routing protocol:
For the period of this source tree depended multicast
routing protocol, each and every source node constructs a
particular multicast tree, which consists of entire connecting
nodes within the network group. In general, single path
among the source and each other node in the network,
which may not be a shortest one compare with other paths.
E. Shared Tree based multicast routing protocol:
During this approach a
corresponding multicast group
surrounding on each and every
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source node is produced for MANETs.

channel access with very cost mechanism compared to
other proposed protocols in tree based routing protocol.

After that, root node as a core node and every source
node make use of this tree to establish multicast routing.
This shared tree based algorithms are suggested for
shortest path for routing, on other hand it treats particular
point of failure, and so it frequently perverse more routing
information which is directed to overhead problems. By
means of this, the traffic is combined then it provides low
throughput. In MANETs, various different tree based
multicasting routing algorithms have been proposed, so it
not possible to cover all protocol in this survey paper,
discussed in details about dissimilar features,
characteristics based on their performance of these routing
approaches.
F. Multicast Adhoc
(MAODV)

on

demand

Distance

Vector

In MANET, the protocol permits to organize
themselves and dynamic multicast routing between groups
of mobile nodes that are required to add or contribute in
the multicast group. The lifespan of the network is related
with their multicast group members. Multicast tree
establish a connection among their mobile nodes using this
approach. Without any kind of time delay the mobile nodes
will reply rapidly to link disruption in the above said
multicast trees by fixing these interferences. By using the
broadcast route discovery methodology the MAODV
routing protocol finds the demands in the multicast routes.
Even if the mobile node doesn’t have any connection to a
group, it creates a Route Request (RREQ) communication
once it desires to link a multicast cluster or as soon as the
data has to be forward to the multicast cluster. Route
Request (RREQ) will rely only to the chosen element of
the multicast group. In the multicast cluster, if the Route
Request (RREQ) doesn’t have a request, latest routes in
this multicast cluster can be relied. If the in-between nodes
accepts a link Route Request (RREQ) in the multicast
group that is not participated, or it obtains a Route Request
(RREQ) that doesn’t have any link to that group, so the
RREQ rebroadcasts to its nearby groups. For instance if the
RREQ is transmitted across the network the nodes in the
mobile network sets up pointers which begin to retract
route in the route table. [78]-[81].
G. Differential Destination Multicast Protocol (DDM)
Differential Destination Multicast protocol proposed
in the company for more than limited goals. The choice of
the deported multicasting is provided by this DDM
protocol. The option of managing and promoting reversed
state and demanding its challenging to neighbour, then
subsequently including this condition into self-route data
packets or a number of combinations thereof is done by
each and every node independently. The main goal of this
DDM protocol is that it most suitable for dynamic
networks with huge number of nodes and utilizes multiple
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The next purpose is to introduce and design a
protocol, which permits centralized group of node
organization. The next goal of this protocol is more flexible
in addition to providing alternative configuration space for
each nodes with different parameters according to their
behaviour in any local environment [82], [83].
H. Location Guided tree construction protocol (LGT)
The small group of protocol depends on packet
enclosed technology and it is known as LGT (Local Tree
Construction Algorithm). In multicast data, this holds a
destination list to be encapsulated inside the unicast packet.
The LGS (Local – Guided Steiner) and LGK (LocationGuided K-array) protocols for packet, forward methodology
is used by which nodes positioned in the destination list
inside packet. By using the fusion mechanism this procedure
improves the tree structure via the router and frequently
update their position of nodes. By considering the
limitations such as bandwidth and control overhead, the tree
construction algorithm of LGT chooses the best feasible
route. The source initiated shared tree algorithm and hard
state protocol approach is owned in LGT. In this LGT,
protocol doesn’t include any topology, packet sharing
approaches and it mostly considers the geographical
information of the node. The network structure and network
distance are calculated by this protocol when a node is
distant from the network hops. In Local Tree Construction
Algorithm only grouping nodes are treated as tree nodes. By
contrast with previously produced tree algorithm locates and
finds the most recent paths. Since these algorithms are used
to retain global state information that is helpful within
limited nodes in a network. These algorithms are used to
compute in an extremely active mobility environment even
though it has lot of drawbacks such as low bandwidth
utilization [86].
Bandwidth Efficient Multicast Routing Protocol (BEMRP)
ABC optimization technique with revere path finding
approach is applied in the proposed system (BEMRP) and
discovers multiple routes, when it requires. Route Discover,
Route Updating and Route Maintenance are the stages of the
proposed BEMRP protocol. The bandwidth competencies is
important intend criteria for multicast protocol, because that
Adhoc network functions in high bandwidth utilization and
very dynamic environment. This approach locates the
adjacent redirecting node relatively shortest path and hard
state multicast tree approach is used to maintain furthermore
minimizing the amount of packet transmission. Once the
link breaks, node spread the needed control packets to
respond the multicast group & tries to find the adjacent
forwarding node. The route optimization is done to remove
the unwanted forwarding nodes
and thus the bandwidth usage is
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reduced. As it need minimum transmission overhead and
doesn’t need a cyclic broadcast of control packets. If the link
breaks, then the node needs to transmit control packets [87][89].
Adhoc Multicast Routing Protocol utilizing increasing
id-numberS (AMRIS)
AMRIS is tree based proactive protocol. Tree
initialization and maintenance are the two major
mechanisms in AMRIS. In the tree initialization method
where a multicast session is generated and proclaim to
nodes inside ad hoc network. Nodes that wish to join in
multicast session and then to join in initialization phase
are recognised as I-nodes and the nodes which are not
desired to join are called as U-nodes. Inside the
distribution 2 of 5 trees headfirst to multicast traffic,
these U-nodes can yet become the part of this multicast
session when it is essential for them to act as “midway”
nodes. Tree maintenance is the technique where the
nodes which becomes separated from the multicast
dissemination. By this maintenance approach re-enter the
tree to keep on getting multicast traffic by implementing
Branch Reconstruction (BR) Routine and the nodes that
doesn’t wishes to join this multicast session at the time of
initialization phase make hold of BR to add the tree.
AMRIS practise soft state ideal methodology to detect
the link that has been broken among adjacent nodes. The
major aim of AMRIS is every node is identified using
multicast session member. Source identified with this
multicast session member is known as session ID and
transmit new message with multicast session member
[97], [98].
B. Mesh based multicast routing protocol:
In this method the source node to every destination
nodes in the networks can be able to communicate based
on the mesh topology. This approach provides excellent
in terms of removing link failure in the conditions of
high packet delivery rate because it offers multiple path
connection between source and any other connected
nodes. However this multicast routing protocol is
suffering from lot of issues like power deficiency,
capacity wastage, loses of data packet delivery and it is
shows the way to further over head problems. Anyway
mesh depended multicast routing protocol is advisable
for wireless adhoc networks then tree depended multicast
routing protocol [75]-[77].
Core Assisted Multicast Routing Protocol (CAMP)
CAMP is initiated through a receiver and it
functions based on the demand. To initiate and manage
multicast group members to destination by mesh based
topology. The network individually forward loops free
packet delivery and maintained by multicast meshes. For
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information sharing within each and every multicast
group is established and retained by multicast mesh
where CAMP to be varied from most previous multicast
routing protocols. Within the multicast group which has
at least single pathway from all sources in the direction
of each receiver which is being provided by the network
structure and it is a division of multicast mesh.
The direct paths from receivers to sources are branch of
group mesh. From the beginning which node reaches at the
router from the sources are being promoted by the multicast
mesh meanwhile, shortcut from the source to receiver to be
defined. It initiates a substantial number of overhead,
unpredictability and irregularity in huge amount of nodes in
the networks. All the mechanisms of the tree and its
interconnected nodes must be rejoined for packet forwarding
when the network fails and it will carry on the transmission
between the origin node and the target node [90], [91].
Dynamic Core Based Multicast Routing Protocol (DCMP)
DCMP is established by source node and it is scalable,
efficient in addition to extremely adaptive multicast routing
protocol. The amount of forwarding nodes are decreased
where the amount of source nodes are minimized which
floods JoinReq packets in the Dynamic core based
multicast routing protocol. The active, reactive and coreactive bases are the three groups of source in DCMP. When
the source node has to send data, then JoinReq directing
packets are floods in the DCMP protocol. The core
acceptance flag is the additional flag of the JoinReq. Due to
the MaxPassSize factor constraint core node possibly able
to support additional reactive sources. If it cannot maintain
further more inactive source nodes after that the
CoreAcceptance flag is reset in the JoinReq packet. The
nearby node will find whether this core node can support or
not by checking this flag. The request to the nearby source
nodes to the core is being prevented by unwarranted
requests [92], [93].
On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP)
This protocol depends on mesh based routing protocol
along with the on demand protocol rather than a usual tree
based multicast method and forwarding group is used to
communicate the mesh. To locate the constant path finding
in ODMRP is the vital goal of this algorithm for forwarding
packets. The minimum amount of interruption principle was
used in on- request routing algorithm to find optimum path
for wireless Adhoc networks. To construct the path and
maintain multicast group of mobile nodes actively based on
demand approach. The mobile nodes bandwidth is limited,
network structures can be changed on a consistent basis, and
power utilization is controlled by ODMRP. It depends on
interruption characteristics of
connecting nodes and get
better multicasting algorithm
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by expertly organizing flood method. The sources on
demand then it can establish and update the group member
using multicast routes in ODMRP. A request stage and reply
segment is attached within this protocol, which is
comparable to unicast routing approaches. It frequently
transmits to the whole network with associated supporting
packet, even though a source node has to send packets in
addition to update information route and connection
information by this periodic transmission [94], [95].
C. Hybrid based multicast routing protocol:
At the cost of less robustness, the tree based
protocols achieves maximum efficiency in data
redirecting. The simplicity is one of their main
advantages. The disadvantage of this protocol is rebuilt
their structure every succeeding motion of node, the
packets probably have to drop. During forwarding the
data packets, the mesh based protocols execute enhanced
high mobility circumstances as they offer dispensable
path from origin to destination. The mesh based
procedures discard multicast effectiveness in contrast to
the tree based mechanism and gradually there is an
increase in the network load. This hybrid multicast
routing algorithm combine the strength of tree and mesh
based methods, i.e., the quality of mesh based multicast
routing algorithm and minimum overhead of tree based
protocols. Therefore the hybrid protocols review both the
effectiveness and quality. By this, more routing path and
identical message can be outstretched to the receiver over
many paths [84], [85].

capable node but that is unusual to organize the network
difficulties [101].
Power Controlled hybrid Multicast Routing protocol
(PCHMR)
This protocol is a hybrid multicast routing algorithm
for MANETs, which collectively contains tree and mesh
based construction. PCHMR protocols do not depend on
hop counts and it is based on the established energy
strength of the nearest nodes by route determination
method.
In majority of the previous multicast routing
procedures, the path selection depends on the least hop
counts among the Mobile Node (MN) consideration and it is
suitably designed for the dynamically altering network
structures, particularly in which nodes are frequently
moving in the network. The mobile node with the purpose
initially creates the construction, that is grouping of mesh
and tree is called the association header. The association
header is also called as group header. Furthermore it is
responsible for protecting the combination of construction
by frequently distributing the Creation – Hello messages to
entire nodes in the network. The configuration cycle number
is also well-organized to be familiar with the uniqueness of
the data from the group header [100].
Adhoc Multicast Routing Protocol (AMRoute)

This protocol is under the categories of hybrid
multicast routing procedure for MANETs, which is
designed for strong IP Multicast by making use of userReliable and Energy Efficient Hybrid Multicast Routing multicast trees and active cores in wireless adhoc networks.
Protocol (REHMRP)
It initiates a shared tree approach for data transmission by
the group receivers and senders as a node in network.
This protocol is a combination tree and mesh based
Unicast channels are used to communicate nearby nodes
multicast routing procedure for MANETs, Which is
through bidirectional way. This routing protocol doesn’t
managed by following stages. Division of node continues
necessary to be maintained by network, a node that is not
with more power level by implementing energy based
aware and need of multicast, where the overhead is
designed model. Directing the node dependability critical
acquired only by group senders and receivers. This
issues based on energy extent of a node, communication
algorithm creates self assured nodes “core nodes” to
strength and mobility. For reducing the neighbouring
establish the indicating component of AMRoute, which
nodes with the purpose of reliability critical issues and
detect grouping members and tree arrangement. Core nodes
remaining power not as much of predefined entry value.
are different from those tree supported multicast routing
Detection of multipath multicast routes that are utilizing
structural design and autonomous multicast sparse method,
route request and responding packets. Selection of
because they are not an inner position for data sharing and
feasible pathway from the mesh for data communication
are competent of moving around actively between member
relies on path dependability importance feature and route
nodes. AMRoute is self-determining particular unicast
continuation beside with negative dependability issue.
routing method as a result, it can function immaculately
Route protection is necessary in occurrence of
greater than unconnected field with dissimilar unicast
connection breakdown, node disappointment and
protocols [99]
misplacement of Radio frequency. Disappointment of
node and connection is considerably minimum in this Enhanced On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (Eprotocol since these methods construct the dependable ODMRP)
and constant path from origin to target node by taking
into additional consideration of reliable and power
In the E-ODMRP the
forwarding nodes has a limited
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life span, but in the ODMRP the forwarding nodes has a
relaxation, which will refresh 3 times in a constraint
interval. The forwarder nodes free themselves by the time
the forwarding situations ends by a break. In E-ODMRP
the midway nodes to the main data packets provided that a
receiver survives or else they end themselves [96].

Prot
ocol
Na
me
MA
OD
V
V. CONCLUSION
[79]
Multicast routing protocol can competently support an
[82]
extensive range of applications that are categorized by a
secure quantity of association that are many
AM
characteristics MANETs. The design of multicast routing
RIS
procedure mainly motivated by particular objectives in
[98],
addition to necessities that depends on the basis about the
[99]
network properties and application areas. The most
important objective of this research work is to evaluate
LA
the multicast routing procedure and to analysis the initial
M
routing selection fundamentals. The protocols that are
[103
chosen from the class of identical approaches are
],
discussed based on their features, routing metrics and
[104
principles that are reflected in this research work on
]
multicast routing procedure. The grouping of the initial
routing concepts can abbreviate the mission of a network
designer in determining the multicast routing approaches
LGT
to be assumed at given condition. In this paper Table 1
[87]
represent the summary of tree depended multicast routing
protocol with their behaviours. Whereas the detailed
review of the mesh based routing procedure is briefly
explained in Table 2. And in Table 3 the characteristics BE
of the hybrid multicast routing protocol is considered. MR
This paper permits the researchers to have a preliminary P
idea about the MANETS. In any case, there are yet to be [88],
focusing many areas on further examination.
[89]
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AD – Application Independence
CPF – Control
Packet Flooding
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IA – Initialization Approach
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Table 1: Tree Based Multicast Routing
Protocol
Y
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Protocol
Name

RS

IA

MA

EA

US

MCO

PCM

LF

OS

CPF

AI

ODMRP
[95], [96]

Proactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

CAMP [91],
[92]

Proactive

Receiver

Soft
State

No

No

High

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

DCMP [93],
[94]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

High

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

FGMP
[110]

Reactive

Source

Hard
State

No

Yes

Low

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

NSMP
[111]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

E-ODMRP
[97]

Proactive

Receiver

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

CQMP
[113]

Reactive

Source

Hard
State

No

No

High

No

Yes

No

No

No

SRMP [112]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

No

Yes

Yes

No

No
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BODS [114]

Reactive

Receiver

Hard
State

No

No

High

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

MPGC
[115]

Proactive

Source

Soft
State

Yes

No

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

AD – Application Independence

CPF – Control Packet Flooding

EA – Energy Aware

IA – Initialization Approach

MA – Maintenance Approach

RS – Routing Scheme

PCM – Periodic Control Message

MCO – Multicast Control Overhead

US – Unicast support

LF – Loop Free QS – QOS Support

Protocol
Name

RS

IA

MA

EA

US

MCO

PCM

LF

OS

CPF

AI

MCEDAR
[116]

Reactive

Source or
Receiver

Hard
State

No

Yes

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PUMA [117]

Reactive

Receiver

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

AMRoute
[100]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

EHMRP
[118]

Proactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

OPHMR
[122]

Proactive

Source or
Receiver

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

REHMRP
[102]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

Yes

No

Low

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

PCHMR
[101]

Reactive

Receiver

Hard
State

No

No

Low

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

MZR [119]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

Yes

Low

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No
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MAMR
[120]

Reactive

Source

Soft
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

HVDB [121]

Proactive

Source or
Receiver

Hard
State

No

No

Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

AD – Application Independence

CPF – Control Packet Flooding

EA – Energy Aware

IA – Initialization Approach

MA – Maintenance Approach

RS – Routing Scheme

PCM – Periodic Control Message

MCO – Multicast Control Overhead

US – Unicast support

LF – Loop Free QS – QOS Support

Table 3: Hybrid Based Multicast Routing Protocol
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